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Abstract: We present a joint relay and radio interface selection algorithm with
packet deadline under limited power usage in multi-interface sensor networks. We
ﬁnd route optimization techniques in multi-interface networks: 1) selecting the most
conservatively lowest-power interface to guarantee timely transmission considering the
remaining hops to destination, and 2) searching detouring paths when the power level
of an involved relay node is too low to use the necessary interface that guarantees
timely delivery. We aim to achieve data delivery with packet deadline requirement
while minimizing energy consumption at each node, and further prolonging network
lifetime by selecting cost-eﬀective relay nodes and wireless interfaces.
We evaluate our proposed algorithm in terms of total power consumption and packet
delivery performance, compared to homogeneous radio interface scenarios of only Wi-
Fi interface and only 802.15.4 ZigBee interface. Simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm fully exploits the given packet delivery time to conserve power
consumption by selecting the interface that consumes the least power, and spreading
out network traﬃc over the network. Our proposed algorithm achieves reliable packet
delivery without delivery failures due to power outage and missed deadline.
Keywords: Relay Selection, Routing, Multi-Interface Sensor Networks, Energy Eﬃ-
ciency.
1 Introduction
According to Gartner analyst ﬁrm, information technology (IT) accounts for 2% of the world’s
carbon emissions as of 2007 [3], and reducing network energy demands has been much more
important than before. Devising energy-aware network services is regarded as one of the most
critical design principles for making Green IT networks realizable.
As System-on-Chip (SoC) technology integrates a larger number of transistors in a given
physical space with cheaper manufacturing cost, embedded networked systems are now installed
with a variety of wireless network interfaces such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 802.15.4 ZigBee, and even
3G, 4G LTE baseband. Thus, network devices can choose one of these network interfaces to send
and receive data packets depending on data rate, energy consumption, and delay.
As multi-hop wireless sensor networks scale in size, their energy consumption grows as well.
Each wireless network interface consumes diﬀerent amount of energy depending on the design
characteristics of physical, MAC, and network layer such as data rate and transmission range.
For example, Wi-Fi interface can transmit data with a longer link compared to 802.15.4 ZigBee
interface, but in turn consumes more power. Furthermore, using a diﬀerent wireless interface
incurs diﬀerent transmission delay, which inﬂuences the achieved data rate. If a network device
uses a lower-power wireless interface to relay data packets to the next-hop relay node, it will
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consume less power, but will take longer to transmit. In embedded network systems, there exist
real challenges and constraints of available remaining power to use (in battery-powered devices
and sensor networked devices), and packet deadline for quality-of-service (QoS) requirement.
In this paper, we study the problem of relay selection and multi-hop routing using multiple
wireless interfaces in sensor networks where each sensor node has limited power to use, and data
packet should be delivered within a given packet deadline. We assume that all nodes in the
network are stationary and have multiple radio interfaces for transmitting and receiving data.
We consider all possible wireless interfaces that are expected to satisfy the packet deadline,
and then choose the most energy-eﬃcient interface among them. By selecting cost-eﬀective relay
nodes and wireless interfaces, we aim to achieve packet delivery within deadline while minimizing
energy consumption and prolonging the overall network lifetime.
Prior work on relay selection in multi-interface ad-hoc networks [2, 9, 13, 14] have mainly
focused on improving throughput or mitigating loss rate. However, they have not explicitly
considered energy-awareness and packet deadline scenarios in multi-radio interface environments.
We propose a joint relay and radio interface selection algorithm with packet deadline under
limited power availability in multi-interface sensor networks. To meet the packet deadline, each
intermediate node en route picks up the lowest power radio interface among all possible interfaces
that can guarantee timely delivery, expecting to use the same lowest interface over the remaining
hops to the destination. In this way, intermediate relay nodes make their own distributed deci-
sion of relaying to the shortest next-hop node through the most energy-eﬃcient interface while
achieving packet delivery within the given deadline.
Further, we consider out-of-battery situations where a selected intermediate relay node runs
out of power. To avoid the termination of packet transmission, we apply a local greedy forwarding
technique that searches alternative paths (i.e., detouring paths) as long as the entire selected route
can satisfy the packet deadline constraint. Although the high-level principle is similar to [11],
we explicitly consider routing with packet deadline based on simple power cost calculation and
consequent route decisions. Before the shortest route breaks, and the packet transmission is
terminated, an intermediate node estimates that the next hop on the shortest-path would not
have the necessary power for packet delivery within the allowed time limit, and then ﬁnds a
detouring next-hop node that has enough power. Thus, the proposed algorithm diﬀuses network
traﬃc by making more nodes involved with data routing, and accordingly balancing the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we discuss related work, and Sec. 3
provides system model. In Sec. 4, we describe the proposed scheme, and evaluate the approach
in Sec. 5. Finally, we conclude this paper Sec. 6.
2 Related Work
There is a large body of work on relay selection in wireless multi-hop networks. Our focus is
on energy-aware routing schemes in multi-interface sensor networks. Recent work on this problem
can be categorized in three areas: 1) relaying over multi-interface networks, 2) energy-aware relay
scheme, and 3) relay selection algorithm.
Relay selection in multi-interface networks have mainly focused on achieving high throughput
or mitigating loss rate by proposing a new routing metric [2,9], or by exploiting the properties of
multiplexing and diversity in the physical layer [13,14]. These previously proposed relay schemes
incorporate fundamental ideas from MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-out) into multi-interface
networks. They aim to select better relay paths with multiple radios to improve the corresponding
performance metrics (i.e., throughput, loss rate).
Regarding energy-aware relay scheme, previous works have been studied mostly in the context
of sensor networks. Due to inevitable requirement of battery usage in sensor networks, a variety
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of energy-eﬃcient routing techniques are proposed in [10,12,15,18] to prolong network lifetime.
They ﬁnd eﬃcient and low overhead relay nodes for data delivery to destination through data
mining-based network optimization [10], network clustering [18], cooperative beamforming [12],
or balancing between shorter high-quality links, and longer lossy links [15].
Previous works [6,8,16,17,19] have proposed relay selection schemes in cooperative networks
that utilize game theory [8, 16, 19] or Markov modeling [6, 17]. The proposed schemes choose
the optimal cooperative relay nodes that maximize their own utilities, while contributing to the
entire network beneﬁt.
Our proposed work is diﬀerent from the previous works summarized above, in that it considers
all of three design principles together, and thus develops an energy-aware relay scheme in multi-
radio interface sensor networks.
3 System Model
This paper considers the problem of relay and interface selection in multi-radio interface
sensor networks. The objective of our proposed method is to minimize power consumption
at each sensor node and prolong network lifetime when delivering data packets from a source
node to a destination node, while satisfying the packet deadline constraint. Each sensor node is
stationary and is installed with multi-radio interfaces, e.g., Wi-Fi and 802.15.4. A sensor node
can determine where to relay (i.e., next-hop) the received data packet and through which radio
interface. A high-power radio interface (e.g., Wi-Fi) will consume more power, but can transmit
farther and faster compared to a lower-power radio interface such as 802.15.4.
We consider data delivery applications under delay constraints in battery-powered sensor
networks. Eﬀectively, our algorithm diversiﬁes route paths in the network in order to prolong
the overall network life-time. We ﬁnd an alternative path for robust data delivery before the
route path breaks due to energy depletion. We assume ﬁxed packet size and power transmission
for each interface type. We focus on the single hop transmission delay since it is largely aﬀected
by data rate of that interface compared to queueing delay and MAC access time. We use the
distance-vector algorithm as the underlying routing mechanism. We do not constrain ourselves
with a speciﬁc one-to-one routing protocol; other advanced routing protocols can be used with
our proposed algorithm. We assume that control beacon messages for maintaing up-to-date
topology include the current power status of the originator. In this way, a sensor node knows
information of power availability of neighboring nodes and can use it for its route decision of
selecting the next relay node and the radio interface.
4 Relay Selection Scheme
In our network setup, a packet is transmitted from a source node to a destination node.
Upon packet generation at the source node, the packet is assigned a delivery deadline. Each
node along the routing path updates the remaining time before deadline in the packet header
before relaying it further. Each relay node makes a local decision for interface type and next hop
when transmitting the packet, while carefully considering the remaining time before deadline.
Various factors such as transmission time and power consumption as well as power availability
inﬂuence the success of packet delivery. We design three route selection algorithms that take
these factors into account. We now describe our routing schemes in turn.
Each of our route selection algorithms takes as an input the packet delivery deadline R, as
well as the time D and transmission power P through each interface j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg (where
M is the number of available radio interfaces). D and P are vectors of size M , and are ini-
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tialized in increasing order of transmission power (i.e., D1 > D2 > : : : > Dj > : : : > DM and
P1 < P2 < : : : < Pj < : : : < PM ). Each sensor node has topology information for each interface
type j (Topology) and can calculate the shortest path between source and destination. To do
this, a sensor node utilizes Dijkstra’s algorithm, where each edge between nodes in the topology is
weighted with the expected transmission count ETX [1] as per-hop cost through the correspond-
ing link. Considering this information, each node along the path makes a local routing decision
to select interface and next hop in order to meet the packet delivery deadline while minimizing
the overall power consumption in the system. Informally, our route selection algorithms take
advantage of the provided packet delivery deadline and prolong the packet transmission time in
order to conserve energy by selecting low power transmissions. We now describe in more detail
our proposed route selection schemes.
4.1 Naive Method
We ﬁrst describe a Naive counterpart inspired by Longest-Job-First scheduling algorithm [5]
such that the longest-time-spending interface is assigned ﬁrst due to the least power consumption.
This algorithm only considers the remaining time before packet deadline in the scope of the local
neighborhood in a myopic view. As detailed in Algorithm 1, each decision-making node (i.e.
currentNode) ﬁnds the lowest power interface that takes less time than the remaining time
before deadline, RcurrentNode and selects this interface. Naturally, this algorithm favors low
power interfaces, which may result in missed deadlines.
Algorithm 1 Naive
1: Input:src, dst, D;P; Topology
2: Output:Route from src to dst
3: currentNode=src
4: while currentNode 6= dst do
5: for all interfaces j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg do
6: [pathj ; costj ] = Dijkstra(currentNode; dst; Topologyj)
7: end for
8: Select argminj2f1;:::;Mg Pj , s.t. Dj  RcurrentNode
9: currentNode = pathj [indexOf(currentNode) + 1]
10: Transmit packet (update remaining time)
11: end while
4.2 Power-Oblivious Routing with Strict Time Requirements
Our second routing scheme, called Power-Oblivious Routing with strict Time Requirements
(PORTeR), enhances Naive by incorporating knowledge about the number of future hops Nj to
the destination through each interface type j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg in a far-sighted view. Particularly,
Algorithm 2 PORTeR
1: Input:src, dst, D;P; Topology
2: Output:Route from src to dst
3: currentNode=src
4: while currentNode 6= dst do
5: for all interfaces j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg do
6: [pathj ; costj ] = Dijkstra(currentNode; dst; Topologyj)
7: end for
8: Select argminj2f1;:::;Mg Pj , s.t. Nj Dj  RcurrentNode
9: currentNode = pathj [indexOf(currentNode) + 1]
10: Transmit packet (update remaining time)
11: end while
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(a) First packet route in
PORTeR.
(b) Second packet route in
PORTeR.
(c) Third packet route in
PORTeR.
(d) First packet route in
PARTeR.
(e) Second packet route in
PARTeR.
(f) Third packet route in
PARTeR.
Figure 1: Route selection. Figures (a), (b) and (c) present routes selected by the PORTeR
algorithm, whereas (d), (e) and (f) are routes taken by the PARTeR algorithm. Green links
present 802.15.4 links, and blue links correspond to Wi-Fi links. Red dots denote the nodes that
reach the maximum power limit. PARTeR successfully ﬁnds a detouring route path before the
route path is broken due to energy depletion.
src src src
dst dst dst
src src src
dst dst dst
PORTeR checks if the number of remaining hops Nj through interface j multiplied by the
transmission time Dj through interface j is lower or equal to the remaining time before packet
deadline RcurrentNode (line 8 from Algorithm 2). By doing so, this scheme enforces in-time packet
delivery in all feasible cases.1 This scheme, however, does not consider power availability in nodes
in the process of route selection.
4.3 Power-Aware Routing with Strict Time Requirements
Finally, we propose a route selection scheme that considers power availability in nodes when
making route decisions. We call this scheme Power-Aware Routing with strict Time Requirements
(PARTeR). Similarly to PORTeR, PARTeR also takes into account the number of future hops Nj
and the transmission time Dj to enforce timely packet delivery. However, it takes one additional
step to check if the selected next hop has enough power to receive and transmit the packet (lines
13-15 from Algorithm 3). If not, PARTeR selects an alternative next hop from its neighborhood.
Algorithm 4 provides details for the selection of alternative next hop. First, we identify all
immediate neighbors of currentNode reachable through interface type j. We then calculate the
path and cost to destination through each of the alternative next hop candidates. We select a
random next hop candidate whose path cost (costNxtj) is lower than the path cost of the current
node (costj) (i.e., selecting a next-hop node closer to destination than the current node). The
latter guarantees a loop-free route.
1We call a case feasible if transmission through the highest power interface M throughout the whole route
guarantees timely delivery, i.e. NM DM  R.
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Algorithm 3 PARTeR
1: Input:src, dst, D;P; Topology; PowerMap
2: Output:Route from src to dst
3: currentNode=src
4: while currentNode 6= dst do
5: for all interfaces j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg do
6: [pathj ; costj ] = Dijkstra(currentNode; dst; Topologyj)
7: end for
8: Select argminj2f1;:::;Mg Pj , s.t. Nj Dj  RcurrentNode
9: PtxCurNode = Pj ; PrxNextNode = Pj
10: nextNode = pathj [indexOf(currentNode) + 1]
11: Find argminj2f1;:::;Mg Pj , s.t. Nj Dj  RnextNode
12: PtxNextNode = Pj
13: if PowerMap[nextNode] < PrxNextNode + PtxNextNode then
14: altNextHop(costj ,currentNode,dst,Topologyj)
15: end if
16: Transmit packet (update remaining time)
17: end while
Algorithm 4 altNextHop
1: Input:costj ; currentNode; dst;D; P; Topology; PowerMap
2: Output:Alternative next hop
3: ImNeigh = FindImmediateNeighbors(currentNode; j)
4: for all nodes n in ImNeigh do
5: for all interfaces j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg do
6: [pathNxtj ; costNxtj ] =
Dijkstra(nextNode; dst; Topologyj)
7: Select argminj2f1;:::;Mg Pj , s.t. Nj Dj  RnextNode
8: PtxNextNode = Pj ; PrxNextNode = Pj {Next statement guarantees a loop-free route}
9: if costNxtj < costj and PowerMap[nextNode] < PrxNextNode + PtxNextNode then
10: neighbors = neighbors:Append(n)
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
{Select a random alternative next hop from neighbors}
14: altNextHop = SelectRandom(neighbors)
15: return altNextHop
5 Evaluation
We validate our route selection schemes. We start with a description of our simulation envi-
ronment and continue with analysis of route selection, and then evaluate network performance.
We compare the routing schemes described in Sec. 4 with two basic counterparts that use only
Wi-Fi and only 802.15.4 ZigBee (Sensor) interfaces; we call these counterparts WiFi and Sensor,
respectively.
5.1 Simulation environment
We evaluate our routing algorithms in a MATLAB simulated network, which consists of
518 nodes in a 500  500m2 grid. Each node has two interfaces: one 802.11 (Wi-Fi) and one
802.15.4 (Sensor). For our simulations, we use a realistic propagation model, which is based on
a combined path-loss and shadowing model [4]. We use a path-loss exponent of 3, a reference
loss of 46.67 dB and additive white Gaussian noise of N (0; 52) dB. We transmit packets of 10
KBytes at data rate of 11Mbps and 250 Kbps for Wi-Fi and Sensor, respectively. With these
packet size and transmission rates, the transmission delays are Dw = 0:89ms through Wi-Fi and
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Ds = 40ms through Sensor. We assume that power consumption for transmission is equal to
that for reception and is Cw = 100mW for Wi-Fi and Cs = 1mW for Sensor [7].
For each experimentation, we transmit K packets in the network (speciﬁed below). As
we evaluate power and time-related aspects of the system, we carefully select the initial power
charge in nodes as well as the tolerated packet delivery deadline to demonstrate the beneﬁts of our
proposed algorithms. Particularly, we assign initial power ofK Cw at each node, which is enough
for the transmission or reception of K packets through Wi-Fi, and vary the transmission delivery
deadline between 0:2s and 1:6s to force only Wi-Fi and only Sensor transmission, respectively.
We present our evaluation results below.
5.2 Route selection
We start our evaluation by presenting two examples of route selection by our PORTeR and
PARTeR algorithms. Figure 1 presents the selected routes for a toy-example in which three
consecutive packets are transmitted from node 1 to node 518. Each node in the mesh topology
has 300 mW of power charge and nodes’ battery levels are updated after each packet transmission
and reception. As can be seen in Figure 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), PORTeR always selects the same route
regardless of the power level of nodes along the path. This results in nodes running out of power
as early as the second packet transmission. At the same time, PARTeR modiﬁes the transmission
route based on the prior knowledge of power change of the neighboring nodes as in Figure 1(d),
1(e), 1(f). As a result, PARTeR is capable of ﬁnding alternative routes without exhausting any
of the nodes in the network.
5.3 Eﬀects of packet delivery deadline
Next we explore the eﬀects of packet delivery deadline on network performance. We present
results for a single packet transmission from node 1 to node 518. For each run, we double the
packet deadline, starting at 0:2s.
Figure 2(a) presents our results for path length with increasing delivery deadline. As ex-
pected, WiFi and Sensor maintain the same path length irrespective of packet deadline. At the
same time, all of Naive, PORTeR and PARTeR take advantage of the increasing delivery deadline
by increasing the number of hops to the destination. This, as indicated in Figure 2(b), results
in reduced power consumption as nodes favor lower power transmissions where time allows.
Finally, in Figure 2(c) and 2(d), we measure the remaining time till the deadline each al-
gorithm incurs as the permitted delivery deadline increases. For low delivery deadline values,
Sensor and Naive always miss the deadline (which appears as negative remaining time in the
ﬁgures), whereas WiFi, PORTeR and PARTeR are well within deadline requirements. As we
will see in subsection 5.4, WiFi and PORTeR do so at the cost of exhausting power resources in
nodes, which results in packets being lost due to nodes along the route running out of power.
5.4 Network behavior over consecutive packet transmissions
We extend our evaluation by exploring performance trends when multiple consecutive packets
are transmitted in the network. Particularly, we transmit 30 packets (K = 30) in a network
where each node has 3 W of power to start with. The power level at each node is updated as the
transmission of packets progresses. For each of the ﬁve routing schemes, we evaluate the number
of nodes along a route that ran out of power, the path length taken, and the total consumed
power. We also report the number of lost packets in two categories: (i) due to nodes running
out of power and (ii) due to transmission taking longer than the permitted delivery deadline.
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Figure 2: Performance over increasing packet delivery deadline: (a) Path length; (b)
Total TX power; (c) Remaining time; (d) Remaining time for permitted delivery deadline of 0.4s.
,s
We start with evaluation of the number of nodes that ran out of power for each algorithm. As
Figure 3(a) shows, Sensor and PARTeR do not cause nodes to run out of power. As detailed in
subsection 5.3, however, Sensor does this at the cost of missed packet delivery deadlines. WiFi,
Naive, and PORTeR exhaust 15, 9 and 8 nodes respectively after the transmission of the 15th
packet. In our simulations, we let the nodes out of power continue with packet transmission
while counting the number of nodes with negative power, just to eﬀectively show power con-
sumption dynamics of other nodes. This trend persists or increases as packet count progresses,
because these three counterpart schemes do not search for alternative routes, and keep using the
same route while exhausting the remaining power of the nodes en route. On the other hand,
our proposed PARTeR scheme does not cause any nodes with negative power because it ﬁnds
detouring paths dynamically as consecutive packet transmissions continue. This means that in
real battery-powered scenarios, packet transmission for WiFi, Naive, and PORTeR will be ter-
minated as soon as one of the nodes en route runs out of power, whereas our proposed PARTeR
scheme will continue packet transmissions without any node failures due to energy depletion.
Next, in Figure 3(b), we evaluate the path length for each of the algorithms when transmitting
consecutive packets. All algorithms but PARTeR maintain the same path length over diﬀerent
packet transmissions, because they always select nodes from the shortest path. WiFi, Naive
and PORTeR cause nodes to run out of power by the 15th packet transmission, at which point
packet transmission is terminated. Sensor maintains an uninterrupted path of 24 relay nodes
over continuous packet transmissions, but it sacriﬁces packet deadline requirements. PARTeR,
however, manages to select an alternative route after nodes on the shortest path run out of
power. This results in increase of 5 nodes of the route length. It also translates in increase
of transmission power consumption, as indicated by Figure 3(c). At the cost of more power,
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Figure 3: Performance over consecutive packet transmissions: (a) Number of nodes out
of power; (b) Path length; (c) Total TX power; (d) Packet loss.
however, PARTeR is capable to successfully transmit longer packet sequences.
Finally, we summarize results for packet losses incurred by each algorithm. We diﬀerentiate
between two types of losses: (i) such that were caused by nodes along the route running out
of power and (ii) such that were caused by a missed deadline. Figure 3(d) presents for each
algorithm packet loss rate for 30 consecutive packet transmissions. WiFi and PORTeR both
have 0% loss due to missed deadline, but they both lose 50% of the packets due to nodes running
out of power along the route. Sensor is most power conserving, and accordingly incurs 0% packet
loss due to power outage. However, it causes 100% packet loss due to missed deadline. Naive
causes 50% packet loss due to power outage and 100% packet loss due to missed packet deadline.
In contrast, PARTeR successfully transmits all 30 packets.
6 Conclusion
Design of energy-eﬃcient technologies is crucial both for reducing the footprint of technology
on the environment as well as for successful adoption of technology in areas with limited avail-
ability of electricity. In line with this need, we design an energy-eﬃcient route selection scheme
for heterogeneous sensor networks that leverages knowledge for permitted packet delivery delay
and ﬁnds routes with minimal power consumption. Each node in these networks is equipped with
multiple interfaces that take diﬀerent amount of time and power for a single packet transmission.
In this paper, we outline three schemes for route selection in such heterogeneous networks and
provide evaluation that brings out important trade-oﬀs that need to be considered in the design
of such routing schemes. One crucial design principle to guarantee timely packet delivery (i.e., no
packet loss due to missed deadline) is that the most conservatively lowest-power interface needs
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to be selected by taking into account the expected remaining hops to destination in a long-term
view. Also, it is important that a routing algorithm considers the power availability of nodes along
the routing path to ensure no packet loss due to power outages by adaptively taking alternative
(detouring) paths. Such power-aware algorithm performs more computationally-intensive search
for alternative routes, but returns back with increased network lifetime in comparison to shortest
path-based counterparts.
We identify some limitations of our proposed schemes. While they are eﬃcient in providing
timely packet delivery at minimal power cost, as packet transmission progresses, they become
unfair. The reason for this is that our proposed schemes favor high power transmissions in the
beginning of the routes, in order to assure timely delivery, while consistently allowing nodes
later in the path to use low power transmissions. With increasing number of packets between
the same source and destination, the power charge of part of the nodes is exhausted, which
ultimately results in network disconnection. To address this problem, as future work, we plan to
design a more advanced route selection scheme that diversiﬁes interface selection along the path
with fairness, while still meeting the packet delivery deadline.
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